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Part A: The teacher asks students :"What do people do in some festivals or
ceremonies? " Read the students' answers and fill in the blanks with a correct
word. .(1 point)
S4) The children ……………….goldfish for the New year. ( say – buy– buying )
S2) American people ………special food in New year days . (make – bake – clear )
S3)On Yalda festival,Iranians ……….the beginning of winter .(make –gifts –celebrate )
S5) Many of people in Tajikestan………new clothes in Festivals . ( set – hold – wear )
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Part B :Read the conversation between Neda and Elahe. Circle the correct
words to complete it.( 2point)

Neda ; Hi Elahe. This is Neda. I'm in the park .
Where are you ?

Elahe : I'm in the park , too .

Neda : Really ? I'm ( sit – sitting ) on a bench
near( my - its ) sister .

Elahe : I ( don't – am not ) see you. There are many people in the park .
Neda : Well , the color ( 's – of ) my dress is white .
Elahe : Oh ,yes, I think I see you .

Part C - This text is about Mrs. Salehi. But it has four mistakes. Find them
and write correct form. .(1 point)

This is Mrs. Salehi. She teach math in our school . There is 22 students in

her class . She always get up at 0339 . She eats breakfast then goes to school.
She don't go by her car .She is clever and kind.
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Part D :Complete the interview with Babak .(1 point)
Interviewer: Hi, What's your best friend like?
Babak: He is clever and………………
Interviewer: What is he doing?
Babak:He is …………………..
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Interviewer: Thanks.
Part E: Mr. Ahmadi writes his picnic day in his notebook. Read it and complete the
sentences with the words in the box.(one word is extra) .(2 points)

Mr. Ahmadi is…………………….for a trip to the other country. He is using a

computer to ……………….. for a hotel. He is ………………some money and buying
a plane ticket. He needs to Know English well to talk to the ………….…

and ………….the form at the hotel. He is checking the……….....to go to the airport.
They are ………………his passport . The plane is ……………..off in 49 minutes.
Timetable – exchanging – fill out –
receptionist – checking - search ––
making-taking– packing

Part f - Write the correct words under the pictures: .(4 point)
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Part G : Roya is introducing her family .Read her text carefully. And answer the
question below.

That is my father. He is very hardworking. He works on the farm with my
uncle and my brother . Amir is my brother . He is a student .He is very clever
boy. He helps my father on weekends .He is helpful .My uncle is a worker.
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He works with my father on our farm. I have a good family, I love them.

(4 point)

-Tick True or False for each statements.
4) Amir works on the weekends. T 
2) Amir is a worker.

F

T  F

3) Roya’s father is hardworking. T  F 
5) Amir doesn't help his father.

T 

F

- Now answer the questions . (3 point)

4) Is Roya’s uncle a dentist ?
…………………………………………………………..

0) What's Amir’s job ? ………………………………………………………

7 ) Does she like her family ? ………………………………………………….

Final score :

Writing score:

Total score:42 points

Listening score:

Good Luck

Continuous scors:

